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A large part of cloud related spending is itself 
related to the massive growth in Artificial 
Intelligence (AI).  Merrill Lynch projects 
spending in this segment to reach $36 billion 
by 2020 and $127 billion by 2025.  

The cost of sequencing a human gene has 
dropped from $95 million in 2001 to $1,127 
today.  The genomic revolution is in its infant 
stages.  Look for newer and better treatment 
and potential cures for rare diseases          
and cancer.

70% of US GDP is consumer spending.  
America’s shopping addiction, while 
not ending, is taking a different form.  
E-commerce as a percentage of retail 
spending is large and growing larger. 

These developments are only part of 
what makes the US economy so dynamic 
and vibrant.  They also provide us with 
investment opportunities.
https://www.lordabbett.com/en/perspectives/marketview/
why-growth-stocks-have-a-long-runway.html?et_
cid=76173972&et_rid=264733&cid=  

U.S. MARKETS 
U.S. stocks rose for a second week as first-
quarter earnings reporting season began in 
earnest.  The week began with somewhat of 
a relief rally as investors appeared reassured 
that Russia did not respond to the U.S., 
France, and UK’s air strike on Syria.  But 
the enthusiasm waned by the end of the 
week, and stocks gave back most of their 
gains.  Nonetheless, the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average rose 102 points, or 0.4%, to close 
at 24,462.  The technology-heavy NASDAQ 
Composite added 0.6% to close at 7,146.  By 
market cap, smaller caps showed relative 
strength over large caps with the S&P 400 

mid cap index and small cap Russell 2000 
index both rising 0.9%, while the large cap 
S&P 500 index added 0.5%.  

INTERNATIONAL 
MARKETS
Canada’s TSX added 1.4%, while the United 
Kingdom’s FTSE surged a fourth consecutive 
week by rising 1.4%.  On Europe’s mainland, 
major markets were also green across the 
board.  France’s CAC 40 rose 1.8%, Germany’s 
DAX added 0.8%, and Italy’s Milan FTSE 
vaulted 2.1%.  Asian markets were mixed, 
with China’s Shanghai Composite ending 
down -2.8% while Japan’s Nikkei gained 
1.8%.  As grouped by Morgan Stanley Capital 
International, developed markets rose 0.4%, 
while emerging markets retreated -0.7%.

U.S. ECONOMIC 
NEWS  
Claims for new unemployment benefits fell 
slightly to 232,000 last week, remaining 
near a 45-year low, according to the 
Labor Department.  The reading reflects a 
booming jobs market where work is easy to 
find and companies are eager to find help.  
Initial jobless claims dipped 1,000 this week, 
slightly missing economists’ estimates for a 
230,000 reading.  The more stable monthly 
average of new claims rose by 1,250 to 
231,250.  The number of people applying 
for unemployment benefits is at levels not 
seen since the early 1970’s.  Continuing 
claims, which counts the number of people 
already receiving benefits, fell by 15,000 to 
1.86 million.

Confidence among the nation’s home 

builders retreated a fourth consecutive 
month after hitting its highest level 
since 1999 last December.  The National 
Association of Home Builders (NAHB) 
reported its sentiment index ticked down 
one point to 69, missing estimates for a 
reading of 70.  In the details, the gauge of 
current sales conditions was off by two 
points to 75, while the index of future sales 
expectations declined one point to 77.  The 
index of buyer traffic remained unchanged 
at 51.  While overall the reading is still 
strong, the fact that confidence is declining 
so steadily is notable.  In late 2005, when 
the NAHB’s index started to fall, it was one 
of the signals that foreshadowed the coming 
housing bust.

Home builders broke more ground last 
month, and earlier estimates were revised 
up, as momentum in the housing market 
appears to have been better than originally 
reported.  Housing starts ran at a seasonally-
adjusted 1.32 million annual pace last 
month, up 2% from February and up 10.9% 
from the same time last year, the Commerce 
Department reported.  The reading beat 
economists’ forecasts of a 1.255 million 
annual pace.  Analysts were quick to point 
out that the Commerce Department’s 
reports are based on small samples and 
readings are often heavily revised.  Permits, 
which are viewed as an indicator of future 
building activity, were also strong.  Permits 
were up 2.5% from February’s reading and 
7.5% higher than the same time last year.

The Commerce Department reported sales 
by U.S. retailers rose more than expected 
last month, its first gain in four months.  
Receipts advanced 0.6% in March, exceeding 
economists’ expectations of a 0.4% rise.  
Eight of thirteen major retail categories 
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The Braeburn Observations is our means of sharing with clients and interested parties what it is we are 
reading in our research.  These are research items, news and statistics that are being considered as we make 
investment decisions for our clients.  Items noted do not necessarily drive an investment decision in and of 
itself.   We are trying to make the best decisions we can given all that we are looking at.    We also highlight 
key financial metrics that will provide a “point in time” glimpse of how the financial markets are behaving.  
Again, it is often the trend in these metrics and/or anticipated movements that drives our decision making 
in our clients’ portfolios.  All observations are taken at a point in time and should not be used to infer our 
opinion or to rely upon as a matter of fact that we are currently acting upon. 
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About Our Research Sources
Barron’s – Since 1921 Barron’s has provided investment analysis and insight in 
its weekly publication and, in recent times, it’s continuously updated web site.  
Barron’s provides a wide range of perceptives, expert analysis and interviews with 
financial and investment professionals.  

Investor’s Business Daily (IBD) – A daily newspaper designed for the individual 
investor.  All of its products and features are based upon the CAN SLIM Investing 
System developed by its founder William J. O’Neil.  This system identifies the seven 
common characteristics what winning stocks display.  For more on this see his book 
“How to Make Money in Stocks.”

Lowry’s – Based out of Miami, Florida, Lowry’s is the oldest continuously published 
Technical Investment Advisory service in the US.  Their work, which gives insight 
into the underlying supply and demand dynamics of the market, is based upon 
a daily examination of all stocks on the New York Stock Exchange and Nasdaq 
Stock Market.  Lowry’s has pioneered work in the statistical analysis of upside 
and downside volume statistics including their exclusive measure of buying and     
selling pressure.

Mauldin Economics - Best selling author, analyst and financial writer, John 
Mauldin, taps into his network either directly or through the reams of high-level 
research he's privy to on a regular basis, to assist in identifying the smartest 
investments for today's markets; then carefully screened and evaluated by a team 
of ace analysts.  

Stock Trader’s Almanac – A unique annual publication created by Yale Hirsch 
in 1967.  The almanac is a treasure trove of insightful research originating such 
important phenomena as the “January Barometer,” the “Santa Claus Rally,” and 
“Sell in May and Go Away.”  It includes data backing, historically proven, cyclical 
and seasonal tendencies.  

The Fat Pitch - an acclaimed blog  that the Business Insider ranks on their annual 
list of the Top Finance People to Follow.  The blog is written by Urban Carmel who 
has had a long career in financial markets.  This blog discusses trends he sees and 
the business of managing money. 

The Sherman Sheet  - published by W. E. Sherman and Co., of St. Louis MO.  Bill 
Sherman is a long-time prefessional money manager who developed an in-depth 
expertise in computerized analysys and statistical measurements over the years, 
and is a recognized expert in several areas of the investment universe. 

Value Line – Founded in 1931, Value Line is an unbiased research firm providing 
intuitive investment research on companies, industries, markets and economies.  
Value line provides astute  fundamental research, trending information and 
historical data that allows for shrewd decision making.  

Zacks – Founded in 1978 by Len Zacks, PhD. MIT, Zacks is an investment research 
firm pioneering work in the area of corporate earnings estimate revisions and 
stock performance.  Zacks believes, and Braeburn agrees, that Earnings Estimate 
Revisions are the most powerful force impacting stock prices.  

Bull and Bear Paperfold by:  © Norbert Buchholz.Dreamstime.com

showed increases.  Auto dealers posted their 
best month since last September, rising 2%.  
Internet retailers, pharmacies, and home 
furnishings stores were other big winners.   
Consumer optimism has held at relatively 
high levels thanks to factors including job-
market strength, rising wages and lower 
taxes.  Some analysts believe refunds from 
2017 returns may have also given retail sales 
a boost in March.

Industrial production, which measures 
output at factories, mines and utilities, rose 
half a percent last month according to data 
from the Federal Reserve.  While exceeding 
analysts’ estimates of a 0.3% gain, it was a 
sharp slowdown from the previous month’s 
advance.  In the details of the report strong 
gains in mining and utilities were offset by a 
dramatic plunge in manufacturing.  Mining 
output rose by 1% reflecting strong gains in 
oil and gas extraction, while utilities rose 3% 
prompted by an unusually cold March that 
extended the heating season.  Manufacturing 
is believed to have been held down by 
concerns over escalating U.S.-China trade 
tensions and by supply bottle necks due to 
sanctions against other countries.
The New York Federal Reserve reported 

manufacturing activity in the New York-
region gave up most of its gains from the 
previous month, falling almost 7 points to 
15.8.  In the details of the report, the new-
orders index fell 7.8 points to 9, while the 
shipments index fell 9.5 points to 17.5.  In 
employment, the readings were mixed.  The 
number of employees gauge lost 3.4 points 
to 6, while the average workweek jumped 
11 points to 16.9.  Of concern, the 6-month 
outlook fell 26 points to 18.3, its lowest level 
in two years.  T.J. Connelly, head of research 
at Contingent Macro Advisors noted, 
“The decline [in the six-month outlook] 
is coincident with concerns around trade 
wars and increased tariffs [and] should put 
us on high alert for further deterioration in 
business sentiment.”

In the city of Brotherly Love, the Philadelphia 
Federal Reserve’s Manufacturing Index 
added 0.9 point, rising to 23.2 for April.  The 
increase, which was driven by a rise in input 
prices and prices received by manufacturers, 
exceeded economists’ forecasts of 20.1.  
Other categories that saw growth were 
the number of employees and average 
employee workweek.  These readings 
support continued strength for employment 

in the manufacturing sector.  Of concern for 
future growth, however, was weakness in 
both new orders and shipments.  Another 
forward-looking index in the report, general 
business activity six months ahead, also 
reported weakness.  Similar to the New 
York Fed’s report, the manufacturers in 
the Philadelphia region are also reporting 
concerns over trade tariffs announced by the 
Trump administration.

The Federal Reserve’s ‘Beige Book’, a 
summary and analysis of economic activity 
and conditions compiled from each of the 
district Federal Reserve banks, reported 
activity remained at a “modest to moderate 
pace” in March, despite widespread concerns 
about trade policy.  In the labor market, 
the report stated wage pressures “did not 
escalate.”  As has been the case for over a 
year now, labor markets continue to be tight, 
with continued reports of labor shortages 
for skilled workers.  Nine of the twelve Fed 
regional banks expressed concerns about 
trade tariffs.  Business owners were reported 
to be upset with the price rises for metals 
in the wake of the Trump administration’s 
decision to place penalties on steel and 
aluminum imports.
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